Using recent results on a model relativistic field theory, we find explicitly a new solitonlike solution, essentially the conventional strong polaron, in the continuum interacting electronphonon model of a Peierls-dimerized chain such as polyacetylene [(CH}"].This solution is in good agreement with recent numerical simulations in a discrete model of (CH)". %e discuss further areas in which known field-theory results may apply to (CH)". In the continuum electron-phonon models, 4 5 a sequence of controlled approximations leads to a set of (adiabatic mean field) equations for the singleparticle electron wave functions, %"",of energy e", e"q"(x) = iuFo3+4(x-)ai q'. "(x), (la) A crucial feature of this solution is the presence of the "midgap" single-electron state, with~= -sop =0; this electronic state can be unoccupied, singly occupied, or doubly occupied, correpsonding to solitons of charge +e, 0, and -e, respectively. Note that the addition of an electron -or the removal of one, to create a hole -to the valence band modifies the summation in Eq. (lb). Equations (1) actually permit a third solution, which has not been previously discussed explicitly.
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tions (and their interactions) in a unified manner.
The explicit form of the polaron solution has 4(x)
given by (KpliF) 5(x) = kp -KpvF(t+ -t ) = kp - ture generated by its coupling to phonons, this excitation is polaronlike. ' That the continuum model admits both polarons and amplitude kinks should prove useful for studying these particlelike nonlinear excita-
The For the e+ bound-state wave functions one has, with Np=Kpt /4, dence" on dp [E(dp) = dp2lnhp'] and strong nonlocal- Finally, we note that all the theoretical models we have discussed have been treated in the adiabatic mean-field approximation.
The fully quantum theory of (CH)" is only now beginning to be studied. ' Here again a comparison to relativistic field theory models, although not conclusive, proves provocative. Recently, the fully quantum GN theory has been (partially) solved. For arbitrary N, the exact quantum S matrix's (and hence the particle spectrum) has been found. For N =2, it is known that only kinklike excitations exist'; neither polarons nor breathers remain in the fully quantum theory with exact GN dynamics. "'p Of course, this result cannot immediately be translated to polyacetylene, because the phonon kinetic energy term (8/t. /Bt)' in the full continuum (CH) Hamiltonian has no counterpart in the GN model. Nonetheless, this result underscores the importance of the (difficult) task of studying the fully quantum theory of (CH) "and of continuing the emerging dialogues'~on nonlinear excitations between field theory and solidstate physics.
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These authors obtain the polaron solution for both traris-and cis-polyacetylene. Insofar as the'results of our two groups overlap, they are in completi'. agreement.
